Why Golf Gum?
“A moderate dose of caffeine consumed before
and during a round of golf improves golf-specific
measures of performance and reduces fatigue.”

– The National Institutes
of Health

“Players who took caffeine scored two
strokes lower, drove the ball further,
and hit more greens in regulation.”

– Golf Digest

Golf Gum is the best of both worlds with gum and caffeine (and B vitamins!)
to give you the edge you need to be successful on and off the course.

Is this really a gum?

• Yes, it’s a functional gum with a Xylitol gum shell that delivers the energy benefits to you, the chewer.

Why is Golf Gum bigger than most chewing gum?
• To fit all of the energy in the Liquid Core™.
• Golf Gum’s shell also has the most Xylitol of any gum on the market which helps strengthen tooth
enamel and prevent cavities.
• Golf Gum also gets smaller as you chew it!

What’s up with the Liquid Core™?

• It contains ~80 mg of natural caffeine from green coffee beans plus B vitamins.
• The Liquid Core™ Delivery System means that you start feeling the effects of the caffeine and B-vitamins
almost instantly.

Do I have to chew this for the entire back nine?

• No, however our delicious spearmint flavor can last for an hour+ and you only have to chew it for a few
minutes to reap the benefits of Golf Gum.

Off the course:
• Chew Golf Gum for a morning pick me up or after lunch to get you through the rest of your day plus
help freshen your breath.
• Heading to the gym after work or on the weekend? Chew Golf Gum minutes before and get the boost
you need to power through your workout.
Bottom line – use Golf Gum whenever you need it. You’ll feel the effects in minutes.

*Have enough energy?
Simply squeeze out the Liquid Core for a refreshing piece of spearmint gum without the pick-me-up.

Single Pack
Retail: $4.29

2-Sleeve
Retail: $8.00
Wholesale: $4.00

5-Sleeve
Retail: $20.00
Wholesale: $11.00

15 Pack Tray
Retail: $64.35
Wholesale: $32.00

“A moderate dose of caffeine consumed before and during a round of
golf improves golf-specific measures of performance and reduces fatigue.”
- National Institutes of Health
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A Refreshingly Smooth Spearmint Flavor
Compact and Portable
Works Fast - Liquid Center Releases Complete Energy Results in Minutes
A Natural Lift Without the Jitters or Crash You’re Used To
Gets Smaller the Longer You Chew
#TheGolfersGum

